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Title  : Tales about true friendship  

Characters : Mariah , Galux , Ray , Drigger , Tyson , Dragoon , Max 

Draciel , Kenny , Dizzi  

Settings : This story in based in the backdrop of Japan and U.S.A. It 

takes us into future and depicts life and adventure of two friends 

around 2698.     

Genre – Adventure and Fantasy  

Introduction - 

Mariah is a 10 year old girl .She is fun loving ,adventurous and is full 

of positive attitude. She has a pet ,a mountain cat. It’s name is Galux 

. Mariah has a friend named Ray . Ray is a 12 year old boy .He has a 

tiger named Drigger .They  live in White tiger village  They learn 

Beyblade together. Beyblade, is a sport ,which is all about launching 

a blade to spin with speed and balance  .Their pets used to watch 

them play and practice .Ray knew how to Beyblade so he was the 

one who taught Mariah Beyblade and techniques, tricks ,guidelines 

of Beyblade . 

 

One fine day , when they were practising and their pets were 

watching them as usual, there was a portal (magical door to another 

world) formed by an amulet, Ray ,Mariah and their pets did not 

know that  ,in no time at all they got sucked up in the portal !!! They 

landed somewhere and there was a temple there . They went there 

but got no clue . Mariah said “ Do you promise me that whatever 

happens it will happen to both of us ? “ Ray said “ Of course ! “ 

Mariah was happy to hear that . Soon they kept exploring. They also  
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realised that their pets were missing ,however they learnt that their 

pets were  inside their beyblades and they were called Bit -beasts . 

They realised that they have landed in a different world.Soon after 

that, they saw that there got to know about Beyblade tournament in 

Japan . They wanted to participate, they also thought that they may 

not be allowed to take part as they did not belong to that world . But 

when they asked they organisers they said … Yes !!  

YAAAAAAAAAAAAY ! Soon the next morning they got up early and 

practised all day long  .Then on the next day they again got up early , 

went to seaside dome where the tournament was going to be held . 

Ray and Mariah went to  semi finals ! Next day, Ray was to play 

against a boy named Kai . Mariah was going to compete against a 

boy named Kevin . Mariah and Ray again won ! In the finals Ray and 

Mariah had to compete . Ray won !!!  After the match they met a 

group named bladebreakers ,they included Tyson , Max , Kenny . Bit -

beasts for Tyson,Max and Kenny,were Dragoon ,Draciel and Dizzi  ! 

Ray and Mariah thought it would be nice to join them . After some 

time they became good friends . They also saw that there was 

another  championship in USA ! All of them took part in it  . .They had 

gone to the semi- finals again ! In the semi finals they had to 

compete against the Bey sharks . There were three rounds . 1st round 

.“ Hey that is the guy I met in the last championship! “ Ray said . 

Soon the bladebreakers sent Tyson and Bey sharks  Carlos . “Be 

careful Tyson bey sharks have never ever been defeated .” “Uh -uh -

uh ! We are also undefeated so we also may win ! Don’t be a 

worrywrat “Dizzi said  
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The game begun .  

After a while Tyson went invisible ! Carlos said “ Hey ! turn visible so I 

can catch you ! And are you scared of me ? “ Tyson said “ I am not 

scared of you and I know that you still cannot catch me if I turn 

visible “ “ Turn visible so I can prove you wrong “ Carlos  

said “ Ok “ said Tyson . But Carlos still could not see him! “As I had 

thought “Tyson said . After a while , Tyson won ! Carlos was awe 

struck . He had never been defeated ! “Winner -Tyson !” Jazzman, 

the announcer, said .  

Soon round 2 begun . The beysharks sent someone named Andrew 

while blade breakers sent Max . Andrew was defeated but only by 

their leader Kai . He was also a lot like Kai . He never really spoke  
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except he spoke when it was really needed .”Be careful “ warned 

Kenny . “Don’t you ever believe your teammates will do good ? “ 

“I…..I do “ Kenny stammered . “Come on guys lets stop fighting and 

put our minds into the game or we might as well throw in the towel 

.” Ray said . Max said “ He is right guys anyway I have to go wish me 

luck ! “ .  The match begun  . Max started to loose hope . And with 

that he started to loose too ! Max ! The most happiest boy you 

would ever meet ! “Don’t let Andrew play with your hope ! That is 

the way he wins ! Stay happy and atleast try to win and DO NOT 

LOOSE HOPE ! “ ‘Maybe that is true I just have to be happy like 

always ! ‘ After a while he won ! “One the  ball  Max ! “ 

Bladebreakers cheered .  

Now it was round 3 and the last round . Bey sharks sent the team 

leader Kai and bladebreakers ? They sent Ray . The battle begun . Kai 

kept attacking with his bit beast Dranzer (a phoenix )and Ray was 

defending and soon he wanted to end the match so when Kai did his 

attacks Ray used it against him with his Tiger claw attack ! But both 

the beyblades flew up and did both of them or one of them survive ? 

No . So ? There had to be a tie breaker round .  

Bladebreakers sent Mariah and Bey sharks sent Kai again . This time 

the bey stadium was a replica of the forbidden city .The  

match begun . When kai tried to attack Mariah , Mariah escaped 

from him . But soon she got fed up and did her Scratch attack which 

broke Kai’s Beyblade from the middle.Yes! Bladebreakers won ! 

Mariah really could not believe herself ! Kai was out of the blue. He 

was silent so he did not say anything .  
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After this championship , they heard that there would be another 

championship in USA after 3 weeks . At the drop of a hat they 

enrolled themselves . They had gone to USA , and went to a research 

center to learn more about Beyblade techniques and then would go 

to the school where Max’s mom taught . But when they reached the 

research center they found Max’s mom ! When max asked why he 

did not get an answer . When the research center asked for a match  

they were just testing them because they were enrolling for the USA 

tournament and wanted to know their weaknesses and strengths .  

The match had started ,Bladebreakers sent Tyson and the research 

center sent Mikey a boy with a mike as a shooter . (The research 

center had put their talents as their shooters as well as bit beasts ) 

Everybody in bladebreakers was surprised . At the end Tyson 

defeated Mikey .  

In round 2 they sent a girl named Monika . She was good in art . So 

her shooter was a painting pallet .Bladebreakers sent Ray . When 

they both were competing Monika filled the whole stadium with 

paint . But Ray knew better tricks and could defeat her ,so he won . 

 

But in round 3 It was girls round . Mariah and a girl named Emily 

would have to compete . True determination wins . You might have 

guessed this one . Mariah had determination . So ? She won !!  

Two weeks 6 days passed by  

That day (1 day before the championship 2 ) Kenny was up early and 

doing his thing (improvising the beyblades ). And the sound was like 

– Klankity klankity Klank . So Mariah woke up with that noise . When 

she came to say Hello and Good morning Kenny jumped up with 

fright and screamed ! Ray definetly woke up . What max and Tyson ? 

Max – It was really cold and he put ear muffs . Tyson – Does not  
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wake up to noise but to touch . After that they all started practising 

for the tournament . Then it was time for the tournament . “ All the 

best guys . Hope we win 😉😀” Mariah said .Team bladebreakers 

won round 1 . In the semi finals round 1,Bladebreakers sent Ray and 

the other side a boy who did not even know his own name ! Soon 

Ray was winning . But the other boy filled the whole tower with 

water ! But Ray defeated that . In round 2 bladebreakers sent Tyson 

the other team sent someone named Gary . “ Listen Tyson . Gary’s 

bit beast gets angry when he does . So try to unknowingly attack . “” 

Noted “ Tyson said . The math begun . The match got over . Tyson 

won . Because ? Because Gary did not put his attention to the game ! 

Ha ! They were going to Finals ! In the finals Mariah and Lee would 

have to fight . The match was hard and long . But mariah won ! She 

was the world champion in beyblading !  

Soon after, they spent time to upskill their tricks and play better. 

They also started a school to train kids who are interested in 

Beyblading. They decided to live in the real world forever. 

 

 

                                            

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Blurb 

 

This is a story about true friendship between ,Mariah, 10 year 

old brave girl and Ray, fun loving and adventurous boy.Both 

of them live in White Tiger Village, a magical land.They get an 

entry to the real world through a portal. Their lives goes 

topsy turvy and they encounter many challenges . Somehow, 

they get an opportunity to take part in a Bey Blade 

Championship, Would Ray Win ? Would Mariah loose ? Will 

they ever go back to white Tiger Village? To know what 

happens, go ahead and Enjoy reading this book . 

 


